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goldman Sachs’ Liquidity Strategy: Seek, Route, Cross
The size and depth of our liquidity pool, as well as our ability to aggregate liquidity from 
displayed and non-displayed sources, help our clients achieve optimal results. Through our 
gSAT liquidity-seeking algorithms, our SIgmA smart router, and our SIgmA X crossing net-
work, we offer the opportunity to achieve price improvement with minimal market impact. 
The three features of Seek, Route, and Cross form the pillars of our liquidity strategy.

Seek liquidity using our suite of gSAT Algorithms
Our sophisticated suite of multi-asset gSAT algorithms are designed to provide  
superior execution quality. Specifically, our Sonar algorithm seeks liquidity by  
searching multiple sources of displayed and non-displayed liquidity, executing  

orders using optimal order types. Furthermore, we have enhanced our algorithms to expose 
portions of orders in SIgmA X on the way to the public market.

Route to all destinations using our SIgmA Smart Router
Our SIgmA smart routing engine routes to various pools of displayed liquidity and 
interacts with SIgmA X non-displayed liquidity before accessing the public markets. 
Every day over 225mm shares pass through our smart router.

Cross your order with non-displayed liquidity in SIgmA X
SIgmA X started out by bringing together a host of complementary external liquidity  
providers (XLP’s) to create a virtual pool of private liquidity. The next generation of 
SIgmA X provides a safe destination for customer orders, allowing users access  

to an unrivaled pool of non-displayed liquidity. This allows customers to not only take liquidity 
from non-displayed sources but also benefit from the 450+mm shares of streaming liquidity 
that flow through our infrastructure every day.
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1. GSAT: All of our equity  
algorithmic orders take  
advantage of SIgmA X.

2. SIGMA: By routing orders to  
our SIgmA smart order router you 
automatically have the opportunity  
to interact with SIgmA X.

3. REDIPlus: Firm orders may be 
sent directly to SIgmA X via  
REDIPlus. These orders can be 
sent by any of our execution tools 
including Portfolio Trader for baskets 
of names. REDIPlus tickets users 
may also passively post tickets to 
SIgmA X, allowing customers to 
rest shares that can automatically 
be removed and sent to the public 
market at their convenience.

4. FIX: Route orders to gSAT,  
SIgmA, or SIgmA X out of your  
Order management System, or  
from another provider’s EmS.

How It WorksSeek, Route, Cross

Access Points for SIGMA X

SIGMA X Firm Orders and Tickets Posting:  
• Allow your order to take advantage of pass-through liquidity and  

block-level matches within SIgmA X, until you route shares directly  
to the marketplace. 

How it works: 
• SIgmA X allows users to post orders at explicit or relative prices 
• Liquidity providers are given full-spread price improvement as their 

eligible orders interact with the system’s 225+ mm shares of daily 
pass-through flow 

Parameters: 
• Minimum Quantity (MXQ): this parameter allows users to create 

their own anti-gaming thresholds. A low mXQ allows users to take full 
advantage of all streaming liquidity, while a high one assures you will 
participate in block-level matches only 

• Minimum Discretion Quantity (MDQ): this offers the opportunity to 
create posted orders that are willing to pay up (or sell down) to another 
price level if a certain number of shares can be guaranteed. For example, 
you may choose to peg to the NBBO bid for any execution size, but are 
also willing to pay up to the mid if your entire order can be executed. 

Order Types: 
Peg order type lets you peg your order to a relative price (Bid, mid, or 

Ask) within the SIgmA X ATS. 
Limit order type posts your order within the SIgmA X ATS at an explicit 

price. 
Ping order type allows you to hit the SIgmA X ATS, in an IOC fashion, 

for your given execution parameters. 
Order Matching Priority (provided minimum volume thresholds are met):
1. Price 
2. Time 

*We always adhere to the Reg NmS interpretation of the NBBO with respect to slow and fast markets
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Seek, Route, Cross Take A Tour

GSAT
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SIGMA X = ATS + XLP

XLP = Liquidity Providers, nondisplayed

REDIPlus or FIX - 450mm ADV 

SIGMA Route - 225mm ADV

GSAT Orders - 100mm ADV 

SIGMA X - 40mm ADV

NEW - Rest Orders in SIGMA X 

(post tickets or orders)

By allowing clients to leave resting orders, we 

have completed the third pillar of our liquidity 

strategy - SEEK, ROUTE, CROSS whereby clients 

can seek, route or cross orders depending on 

their execution strategy and objective. All 3 

pillars interact with each other to ensure the 

largest access to liquidity. 

Click anywhere on image to view demo.

http://www.redi.com/SIGMAX/sigmax_final.swf
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Average daily volume of gSEC electronic trading (REDIPlus & FIX): 450 mm shares 

Average daily volume of our SIgmA router: 225 mm shares 

Average daily volume of gSAT orders: 100 mm shares 

Average daily crossing volume in SIgmA X: 40 mm shares

Percent large cap names: 53% 

Percent small and mid cap names: 47% 

Average daily number of unique symbols with executions: 2,837 

SIgmA X Customer ATS Latency: less than 1 millisecond

Seek, Route, Cross Statistics

SIGMA X: The Numbers
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Why should I use SIgmA X when there are so many other alternative trading 
systems out there?

• As the #1 broker by volume on the NYSE and NASDAQ, goldman Sachs 
offers our clients more access to liquidity than any other provider. SIgmA 
X offers clients the ability to interact with streaming liquidity, external 
liquidity providers (XLPs), and block-level customer flow, providing the  
opportunity maximize price improvement while minimizing market  
impact.

• SIgmA X is fully integrated with our SIgmA smart router and our gSAT 
algorithms, allowing you the benefits of non-displayed liquidity access 
without having to change your workflow. With the addition of SIgmA X 
ticket posting, you can leave resting orders in SIgmA X while you  
continue to work your order in the public markets.  

• Unique order parameters like minimum discretion quantity and relative 
discretion make SIgmA X posting a sophisticated way to reach non- 
displayed liquidity.

• We also offer clients real time and post trade analytics, allowing you to 
thoroughly evaluate translation cost analysis.

Seek, Route, Cross FAQs

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I know my order won’t be “gamed” in SIgmA X?

• SIgmA X is a completely anonymous pool, so there is no way to know 
who is on the other side of a trade. All orders placed in SIgmA X are firm 
orders, so users can’t back away from an order. Additionally, with the 
ability to specify a minimum fill quantity, customers have the ability to 
interact only with block level flow.  

• goldman Sachs further separates electronic customer flow from  
“upstairs” flow by maintaining two separate broker dealers. All SIgmA X 
flow is executed under our electronic agency-only broker dealer, goldman 
Sachs Execution and Clearing LP, while “upstairs” trading takes place at 
goldman Sachs & Co.

Who are the External Liquidity Providers in SIgmA X?
• SIgmA X liquidity is comprised of customer flow, electronic market  

makers, and other alternative trading systems. We think of it this way:
 SIgmA X = ATS (customer orders) + XLP (external liquidity providers)
• External Liquidity Providers include ATD, Knight, Liquidnet H2O, NYFIX  

millennium, and goldman Sachs. We are actively pursuing relationships 
with additional XLPs as well.  

Where can I go for additional information?
• Please contact your electronic trading sales or coverage rep. Additionally, 

you can refer to our website at www.gs.com/electronictrading or email us 
at gsecnews@gs.com.
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Disclaimer
This message is not the product of the Global Investment Research Department or Fixed Income  
Research. It is not a research report and is not intended as such. 

Non-Reliance and Risk Disclosure: This material should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation 
of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. We are not 
soliciting any action based on this material. It is for the general information of our clients. It does not constitute 
a recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial conditions, or needs of 
individual clients. Before acting on any advice or recommendation in this material, you should consider whether 
it is suitable for your particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. The price and value 
of the investments referred to in this material and the income from them may go down as well as up, and 
investors may realize losses on any investments. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Future 
returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. We do not provide tax or legal advice to our 
clients, and all investors are advised to consult with their tax or legal advisers regarding any potential invest-
ment. Certain transactions - including those involving futures, options, equity swaps, and other derivatives as 
well as non-investment-grade securities - give rise to substantial risk and may not be available to or suitable 
for all investors. If you have any questions about whether you are eligible to enter into these transactions with 
goldman Sachs, please contact your sales representative. Please ensure that you have read and understood 
the current options disclosure document before entering into any options transactions. Current United States 
listed options disclosure documents are available from our sales representatives or at http://theocc.com/publica-
tions/risks/riskstoc.pdf. This material is not for distribution to private customers, as that term is defined under 
the rules of the Financial Services Authority in the United Kingdom; and any investments, including derivatives, 
mentioned in this material will not be made available by us to any such private customer. Foreign-currency-
denominated securities are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an adverse effect on the 
value or price of, or income derived from, the investment. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the 
values of which are influenced by foreign currencies, effectively assume currency risk. The material is based on 
information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate, complete and/or up to date, 
and it should not be relied on as such. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on 
this material only and only represent the views of the author and not those of goldman Sachs, unless otherwise 
expressly noted. 

Conflict of Interest Disclosure: We are a full-service, integrated investment banking, investment management, 
and brokerage firm. The professionals who prepared this material are paid in part based on the profitability of 
The goldman Sachs group, Inc., which includes earnings from the firm’s trading, capital markets, investment 
banking and other business. They, along with other salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide 
oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to 
the opinions expressed herein or the opinions expressed in research reports issued by our Research Depart-
ments, and our proprietary trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are incon-
sistent with the views expressed herein. In addition, the professionals who prepared this material may also 
produce material for, and from time to time, may advise or otherwise be part of our trading desks that trade as 
principal in the securities mentioned in this material. This material is therefore not independent from our propri-
etary interests, which may conflict with your interests. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, 
including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material, may from time to time have “long” or 
“short” positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell the securities or derivatives (including options) thereof 

in, and act as market maker or specialist in, and serve as a director of, companies mentioned in this material. In 
addition, we may have served as manager or co manager of a public offering of securities by any such company 
within the past three years. 

Legal Entities Disseminating this Material: This material is disseminated in Australia by goldman Sachs 
JBWere Pty Ltd (ABN 21 006 797 897) on behalf of goldman Sachs; in Canada by goldman Sachs Canada Inc. 
regarding Canadian equities and by goldman, Sachs & Co. and/or goldman Sachs Execution & Clearing, L.P. (all 
other materials); in Hong Kong by goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C.; in Japan by goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.; in 
the Republic of Korea by goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch; in New Zealand by goldman Sachs JBWere 
(NZ) Limited on behalf of goldman Sachs; in Singapore by goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. (Company Number: 
198602165W); in Europe by goldman Sachs International (unless stated otherwise); in France by goldman 
Sachs Paris Inc. et Cie and/or goldman Sachs International; in germany by goldman Sachs International and/or 
goldman, Sachs & Co. oHg; in Brazil by goldman Sachs do Brasil Banco múltiplo S.A.; and in the United States 
of America by goldman, Sachs & Co. (or when expressly noted as such, by goldman Sachs Execution & Clear-
ing, L.P. (both of which are members NASD, NYSE and SIPC)). goldman Sachs International, which is authorized 
and regulated by the Financial Services Authority, has approved this material in connection with its distribution 
in the United Kingdom and European Union. Unless governing law permits otherwise, you must contact a 
goldman Sachs entity in your home jurisdiction if you want to use our services in effecting a transaction in the 
securities mentioned in this material. 

Reproduction and Re-Distribution: No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any 
form by any means or (ii) redistributed without our prior written consent. Notwithstanding anything herein to 
the contrary, and except as required to enable compliance with applicable securities law, you (and each of your 
employees, representatives and other agents) may disclose to any and all persons the U.S. federal income and 
state tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind (including tax opinions and 
other tax analyses) that are provided to you relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, without goldman 
Sachs imposing any limitation of any kind. 

Conflicts with Agreements: If there is any conflict between this material and the Client Access Agreement or 
the Electronic Access and Trading Agreement, the Client Access Agreement or the Electronic Access and Trad-
ing Agreement will govern.

System Response and Access Times: System response and access times for direct market access and gSAT® 
may vary due to market conditions, system performance and other factors.

Algorithmic Models: goldman Sachs’ algorithmic models derive pricing and trading estimates based on histori-
cal volume patterns, real-time market data and parameters selected by the gSAT® user. The ability of goldman 
Sachs’ algorithmic models to achieve the performance described in these materials can be impacted by 
significant changes in market conditions such as increased volatility, price dislocations, material market events 
or news or trading halts. In addition, systems or communications failures may impact goldman Sachs’ ability to 
access the markets and, consequently, the performance of the algorithmic models. Factors such as order quan-
tity, liquidity, spread size and the parameters selected by the gSAT® user may impact the performance results. 
Volume Weighted Average Price (“VWAP”) is targeted based on such factors as the security’s historical volume 
patterns, the emerging trading pattern for the day and certain parameters which may be entered by the client. 
We do not guarantee that orders designated as VWAP will be executed at the actual VWAP of the security.
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